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In the last few years we have been experimenting with an
automatic phonetic segmentation and labeling system based on a
modified HMM phonetic recognizer followed by a local phonetic
boundary refinement system. During this period we have used
different approaches for the local refinement, including fuzzy
rules and neural networks. In this paper we present a unified
framework for the local refinement of phonetic boundaries that
has allowed us to thoroughly evaluate and compare these
approaches and yet another one based on gaussian mixture
models. Results show that neural networks outperform the rest of
the approaches in speaker dependent mode, achieving a precision
almost equal to a manual segmentation. In speaker independent
mode, however, neural networks and fuzzy rules achieve almost
the same performance, a bit worse than a manual segmentation.
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Nowadays the development of speech technology strongly relies
on data-driven methodologies for which availability of speech
corpora is essential. Unfortunately, speech corpora are costly and
difficult to obtain. Moreover, speech alone is rarely useful. In
general it is necessary some annotation information as well.
There are different sorts of annotation information, but one
seems to be the most detailed and useful in different situations:
the phonetic segmentation and labeling.

The most precise way to obtain this information is by hand.
However, a manual phonetic segmentation is unpractical in many
situations due to the time and effort that it requires. For that
reason, speech technology development has tried to find paths to
avoid the need for a manual phonetic segmentation.

In speech recognition the use of Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) has made unnecessary a manual phonetic segmentation,
because they provide an automatic segmentation that is precise
enough to train HMMs [1]. Unfortunately, this automatic
segmentation is not precise enough in other cases [1], like in the
development of prosodic models and concatenative inventory
units for speech synthesis. For these cases some authors have
tried to improve the performance of HMMs at segmentation [1],
others have adopted totally different techniques [3] and finally,
others have combined HMMs and different techniques [2].
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������� Complete segmentation and labeling system overview.

We have adopted this last approach and have been working for a
few years on the local refinement of the phonetic segmentation
produced by HMMs [4,5]. As a result of this work, an automatic
segmentation and labeling system has been developed. Fig. 1
represents the general architecture of this system. It is composed
of two stages, the first stage uses HMMs to obtain an
�������	�
��� ������� � !������
���� (IPS) that is, afterwards,
refined locally in the second stage. This system has been
successfully used at Telefónica I+D to partially automate the
generation of a number of synthesis models for its TTS system.

This paper describes the general framework used for the local
refinement stage (Section 2), the way in which the different
inputs for this refinement are taken into account (Section 3), and
the different techniques used to model the phonetic transitions
(Section 4). Finally, the results obtained with the different
transition models (Section 5) are presented and some possible
future research lines are discussed (Section 6).
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��������� General boundary refinement problem.
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In order to develop a general framework for the local refinement
of phonetic boundaries, we have started by defining the general
boundary refinement problem, then we have particularized it to
the case of the local refinement, and finally we have introduced
several practical restrictions in order solve it efficiently.

����� ������ ��!"�#��$���%���&��'��!( �&

The general boundary refinement problem to solve in the second
stage of our segmentation and labeling system may be stated as
the problem of finding a "��
�� ������� � !������
���� (FPS =
{�i

FPS}), given an �������	�
��� ������� � !������
���� (IPS =
{�i

IPS}) and also the ������� � �
#����� (PL = {�i}), the speech
signal  (SPEECH) and any other available additional information
(AI). Fig. 2 clarifies this problem and the nomenclature used.

����� �!)� ��!"�#��$���%���&��'��!( �&

Trying to solve the general problem is a hard task. One
convenient simplification is to consider that the refinement of
each boundary can be done in an independent way and using
only local information: the closest intermediate phonetic
boundaries (IPSi), the closest phonetic labels (PLi), the closest
speech (SPEECHi), and local additional information (AIi). It is
necessary to take into account, however, that this simplification
is not exact and may give rise to some problems (i.e. the order of
the phonetic boundaries may be incorrectly altered during the
refinement).

��*�� �!+!,�#���,! "'�!�

A statistical approach is used to solve the local boundary
refinement problem. The conditional probability density
function (�	$), $� (� | !�%%&�i, ��!i, ��i, ��i), is estimated at
certain resolution sampling points (�=�n). Then, a Maximum
Likelihood criterion is used to determine the position of the final
phonetic boundary, �i

FPS.

��-�� ��%���&��'�	�'��.� 

As a practical restriction, the interval to which it is considered
possible to move an intermediate phonetic boundary, �i

IPS, is
limited to the interval (�i-1

IPS, �i+1
IPS). Therefore, the maximization

is performed only over this ��$�������������'
�. Fig. 3 represents
the ��$�������������'
� and the maximization process.
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������*� Maximization and ��$�������������'
�.
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The input information has been limited to the three intermediate
phonetic boundaries (�i-1

IPS, �i
IPS, �i+1

IPS) and the two phonetic
labels (�i=ip, �i+1=fp) closest to the intermediate phonetic
boundary to refine. The local speech has been summarized into a
feature vector associated to each resolution sampling point ()[n]).
Finally, as additional information, the durations estimated by a
duration model for the two phonemes involved in the transition
to refine have been considered (d(ip), d(fp)). This way we have

�����$ ( � = �n | !�%%&�i, ��!i, ��i, ��i)  =

     $ ( ��= �n | )[n], �i-1
IPS, �i

IPS ,��i+1
IPS, ip, fp, d(ip), d(fp))

(Eq. 1)

*���� ��+���'�!��!%�	�% "��)�,

In order to simplify the estimation of this conditional �	$, we
have tried to identify and separate the influence of the different
inputs available for the boundary refinement.

First, we have considered that the influence of the phonetic
labeling may be represented as a different conditional �	$ for
each transition class. In general, there can be a transition class for
each ordered pair of phoneme identities (in practice we use
broader classes), so that, for the transition to refine we have

     $ 
ip-fp ( � = �n | )[n], �i-1

IPS, �i
IPS ,��i+1

IPS, d(ip), d(fp)) (Eq. 2)

Then, we have considered that the influence of the phoneme
durations and the influence of the Intermediate Phonetic
Segmentation (IPS) can be summarized into two values, which
are, in turn, other conditional �	$(s, so that we have to estimate

�����$ 
ip-fp ( � = �n | )[n], $ ( � = �n | �i-1

IPS, �i
IPS ,��i+1

IPS ),

$ ( � = �n | �i-1
IPS,��i+1

IPS, d(ip), d(fp)))
(Eq. 3)

We started by modeling the simpler conditional �	$’s that model
the influence of the phoneme durations and the IPS.

*�*�� �!#� ���� '/�� 	�% "��)�� !%� '/�� 	�'��&�#��'�
/!��'�)����&��'�'�!��0	�1

In order to model the influence of the IPS we have used, for each
phonetic transition to refine, a time normalization (which we call
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�������-��Modeling the influence of the IPS.

V-normalization) that transforms �i-1
IPS into –100, �i

IPS into 0 and
�i+1

IPS into +100. We have, then, obtained the distribution of the
V-transformed manual time marks (Fig. 4) for different manually
segmented and labeled corpora (see Section 5.1). Fig. 4 shows
that these distributions are all similar to a gaussian with mean 0
and standard deviation 15. We model the influence of the IPS,
$ ( � = �n | �i-1

IPS, �i
IPS ,��i+1

IPS ), as this gaussian.

*�-�� �!#� ���� '/�� 	�% "��)�� !%� '/�� /!��&�
�"��'�!�,

To model the influence of the phoneme durations we proceed
much in the same way, with the only difference that the role
played by �i

IPS then is now played by �i
DUR, defined as:

( )IPS
1i

IPS
1i

IPS
1i

DUR
i ) fp d() ip d(

) ip d(
++− −

+
+= ���� (Eq. 4)

This yields another time normalization (U-normalization). Using
it we obtained Fig. 5, and modeled the influence of the phoneme
durations, $�( ��= �n | �i-1

IPS,��i+1
IPS, d(ip), d(fp)), as a gaussian with

mean 0 and standard deviation 25 in the U-normalized time.

*�2�� �!#� ����'/���.���  ��!�#�'�!�� ����

At this point, all the conditioning information in Eq. 3 is known.
Now, the values of the overall conditional �	$ (Eq. 3) must be
estimated at the resolution sampling points {�n}. Unfortunately,
this isn't as simple as estimating the �	$(s in sections 3.3 and 3.4.

-�� ����
�	�	�
�������

Modeling the overall conditional �	$ can be considered
equivalent to develop a phonetic transition detector or model for
the particular class of transition (determined by the pair of
phonemes). This transition detector or model should take as its
input the refinement feature vector )[n] and the values of the
�	$(s estimated in sections 3.3 and 3.4, all of them corresponding
to a point �n, and produce as its output a value that will be taken
as the estimated value of the overall conditional �	$ at �n.

-���� ���'"���3�)'!�,��,�#�0)[n]1

Three different feature vectors have been used: )MIN[n], which
includes the energy to the right and to the left of �n, and the
spectral correlation at �n; )NORED[n], which also includes the ZCR
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  �����2��Modeling the influence of the phoneme durations.

and the mean frequency to the left and to the right; and )MAX[n],
which adds the variations of the energy, the ZCR and the mean
frequency, and also the signal and energy contour correlations at
�n. These features are described in more detail in [4,5].

-���� ����,�'�!���!#� ,��,�#

Three kinds of phonetic transition detectors or models have been
used: Fuzzy Logic (FL) rules that try to represent the phonetic
knowledge about the patterns of variation at phonetic transitions,
Neural Networks (NNs) that try to learn automatically these
patterns, and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) that try to
estimate the �	$ in Ec. 3 from the data. Our FL rule-based system
is described in [4] and some initial experiments with NNs in [5].

2�� �������

2���� �!�+!����,�#

All transition detectors have been trained using a single-speaker
corpus (��
��) composed of 40 sentences containing 1221
phonemes. This corpus has been segmented by two different
phoneticians in order to compare the discrepancies found
between manual segmentations and those found between manual
and automatic segmentations. For the evaluation four corpora
have been used: the same corpus used for training the transition
detectors (��
��); one corpus with 20 sentences and 599
phonemes uttered by the same (male) speaker than the ��
��
corpus (!���) to evaluate the results in speaker-dependent mode;
and other two corpora with the same 20 sentences uttered by two
different speakers, one male (!��)) and one female (!��"), to
evaluate the results in speaker-independent mode. All these
corpora have been phonetically segmented and labeled by hand.

2���� ����,�'�!���!#� ,��+'�&�4�'�!����#���," ',

Several design parameters and the feature vector were optimized
for each kind of transition detector considered. As a result, )MAX

vector was chosen for FL detectors, while for NN and GMM
detectors )MIN was chosen. A single FL set of rules and a single
GMM (2 gaussians with diagonal covariance) were chosen for all
transition classes. Specialized detectors or other design
parameters degraded results. On the other hand, four NNs (Multi
Layer Perceptrons with 5 input, 5 hidden and 1 output neurons)
were used for the different combinations of voiced and unvoiced
phonemes.  Non-specialized NN detectors behaved worse.
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�������6� Speaker dependent results (male, corpus !���).

Fig. 6 to 9 represent the results obtained in the refinement of the
�������	�
���������� �!������
���� (��!) produced by a system
very similar to the one described in [4,5]. They the percentage of
automatic boundary marks placed at a distance from the manual
boundary smaller than the tolerance, for several values of
tolerance. The figures compare the accuracy of the automatic
phonetic boundaries before (��!) and after the refinement using
different types of transition models ("�, **, �))). There is one
figure for each of the four corpora considered for the evaluation.
Every figure includes a representation of the discrepancies found
between two manual segmentations in the ��
�� corpus ()
�).

All the figures show an important improvement in the precision
of the automatic phonetic boundaries (less small errors) with no,
or a negligible, increase in large errors. Fig. 6 represents the
performance achieved on the training corpus. It can be seen that,
on this corpus, the NN refinement outperforms the rest and
achieves a precision almost equal to that achieved manually. Fig.
7 shows that the situation doesn’t change when the corpus is
different, as long as the speaker is the same (speaker dependent
mode). Finally, Fig. 8 and 9 show that, when the refinement is
applied to a different speaker than the one used for training the
transition detectors, the performance of the NN detectors
degrades importantly, while the performance of the FL based
detectors remains almost the same. As a result, NN and FL based
detectors perform almost the same in speaker independent mode.
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5�� �����������

NN based transition detectors behave particularly well for the
refinement of phonetic boundaries (particularly in speaker
dependent mode) and can be easily trained with a reduced
amount of manually segmented and labeled data. For that reason
it would be worth to investigate whether it is possible to obtain
similar results in speaker dependent mode for other speakers.
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